A MEMBER OF SWALE ACADEMIES TRUST

17th November 2017
Parents Forum Meeting 1.
Discussion topic
Carpark

Points Made
There are still some parents taking
advantage of the carpark and parking
there all day.
One parent suggested staggering the
end of the day further so parents
could come and go at different times.

Actions
TOakley to speak to
site manager about
finding out which cars
should not be parked
there all day.
TOakley to speak with
EHT about this.

Walking bus.

TOakley to follow up
where we are with
investigation into this.
Pabulum – new Initially parents found it tricky to use
catering
parent pay, but now they are used to
it they are finding it an easy system to
use.
Parents commented that children had
said they liked the food on the menu.
Some children are not getting the
choice they want but just given an
option.
Parents are outraged by the letter
they received recently from pabulum
suggesting that their children would
be given bread and salad if a booking
had not been made. They felt that

TOakley to speak to
kitchen staff to ensure
that this is not
happening.
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Clubs

FOSB

children would be punished for their
mistake. TOakley reassured parents
that the school were working closely
with Pabulum to ensure that this
would not happen at school. One
parent is writing to Pabulum to
express her concerns.
Parents felt that there were not
enough clubs for KS1 children. TO
explained that this was due to new
staffing, however would be looked
into for term 3.
TOakley made a plea to parents
requesting support for FOSB. It was
explained by a FOSB member that
parents did not need to volunteer for
all events, but if they could help out at
one or two events that would be very
useful.

Meeting with Pablum
and all SAT staff set
for 29th November.
TOakley will ensure all
these points are
discussed at this
meeting.
TOakley to speak to
club leader HBallard
about extending clubs
for KS1 children.

Parents felt it would be useful if
everyone knew what the fundraising
was for.

TOakley to ask staff
for a wish list for
FOSB fundraising.

Mrs Hogg explained that KCC
TOakley to write to
councillors - Dan Daly and Rob Bird
councillors.
have a small budget that can be used
to support community projects, also
Tovil parish council have a small
budget for use in the community and
as SB is in the community they may
be willing to help.
TOakley thanked all parents for attending and will circulate the date for the next
meeting at the start of Term 3.
Minutes of the meeting will be added to the Website.
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